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Abstract:

This contribution will present recent measurements performed on light
heavy ion reactions at intermediate energies. Nuclear source sizes were
determined by measuring the correlation at small relative momentum, between
two protons detected in the EMRIC set-up. This technique allows the
determination of the extent of the emitting source by constructing a correlation
function for the coincident protons and analyzing it in the framework of a final
state interaction model. We found the apparent source size to be large compared
to the dimension of the studied system and low sensitivity of the extracted radii as
a function of the target mass and detection angle. We will show that simulations
may be needed to fully estimate the correlation induced by detectors with small
angular acceptance.



Introduction

Particle correlation measurements at small relative momenta provide now
a widely used technique for the determination of the extent of emitting source
formed in nuclear reactions. At high energies, measurements of meson
correlations [1-4] (analog to the intensity interferometry technique used to
measure stellar sizes [5]) has allowed a systematics of results for emission times
and source sizes [6]. Sources of smaller sizes were deduced from measurements
with protons [7,8] but the simple formalism used to extract the source size with
identical mesons is not valid anymore. Indeed for two protons the correlation is
not only due to quantum statistics for identical fermions but dominated by the
final state interactions (coulomb and nuclear). One has thus to analyze the data in
the framework of more elaborate models which calculate all the contributions to
the correlation [9-11]. A large set of results are now published on proton-proton
correlation measurements [12-18]. Correlation with other light charged particles
combinations were also measured [19] and source sizes were extracted within the
framework of the model of Boal et al. [Il] as well as nuclear temperature. Two
major kind of experiments have been performed. At low energies or backward
angles the emission time is the dominant effect and correlation measurements lead
to lifetime determinations [16-18] of well defined nuclear sources. At
intermediate energies, the emission time is supposed to be smaller and
correlations permit to extract matter distribution radii [12-15], which are
however only upper limits. A drawback of performing experiments in the
intermediate energy range is the difficulty to isolate coincident particles arising
from a single nuclear source. Some experiments have tried to select central
collisions setting conditions on the multiplicity of charged particles emitted at
forward angles [20]. An increase of the source size with multiplicity was
observed but the relation between such multiplicity and the impact parameter is
not yet well established [21]. Also a reduction of the source radii was observed
[13,14] when higher energies of the detected protons were selected. A recent
article however addressed the question of knowing which quantity is really
extracted from these measurements : source size or simply the characteristics of
the final state interaction of the two protons [22]. One has also to note that
different trends were observed in the data measured at 30 and at 800 MeV/u. [8].
These observations as well as the fact that no results at intermediate energies have
clearly focused on a single source have left the problem open. New experiments
and systematic results are then still needed.

In this contribution we will present results for light heavy ion systems at
30 MeV/u. In the first part we describe the experimental set-up and the
experiments. In the second section we recall briefly the final state interaction
model used for the analysis and discuss the need of realistic simulations to fully
estimate the effects induced by the set-up. The results are then presented in the
following section.



Experiments and data handling

Experimental set-up

The data have been collected using the EMRIC set-up developed at the ISN
laboratory. This experimental device has been extensively detailed in a previous
publication [23] and we will here restrict ourselves to the description of its main
features. EMRIC is composed of an array of CsI crystals (presently 25 modules
of 4x4x10 cm^) used in conjunction with a multiwire proportional chamber
(MWPC) which permits a precise localization in X and Y ( ~ lmm2) of the
impact point of the detected particles. The CsI crystals are optically coupled to
phototubes and allows particle identification (in mass and charge up to Z< 4) by
using a pulse shape analysis technique [24]. The energy of the particles is
measured in these crystals with a precision of the order of 3 %. Gain shifts must
however be carefully controlled to retain such a resolution. Another important
feature is that dead area between contiguous detectors has been minimized to less
than 3 mm (about 1/3 degree at 80 cm from the target) allowing the detection of
particles at very small relative momenta. The detection of the charged particles is
made with high efficiency in the MWPC whereas neutral ones are undetected thus
allowing latter rejection in the data analysis. Also pile-up in the same CsI detector
can be detected in the MWPC and rejected. The performance of this set-up is
very interesting mainly for 2 reasons. First, one is able to measure relative
momenta of less than 5 MeV/c with typical precision of 1 MeV/c even for
energetic particles. Secondly the CsI crystal thickness (10 cm) and low threshold
provides a wide dynamic range for particle detection (5 to 200 MeV proton).

Experiments

The experiments have been performed using the beam delivered by the
SARA facility located at Grenoble. Several targets (self-supported of = 1 mg/cm2

thick) ranging from 12C to 197Au have been bombarded with a 20Ne beam of
30 MeV/u. EMRIC was placed at several angles (22°, 30°, 60°, 80°) in the
forward hemisphere. The energy threshold was set to 8 MeV for protons, to
account for the various windows and the identification limitations at very low
light signal. Energy calibration was achieved by means of a time of flight
technique detailed elsewhere [23] with a precision of about 5 % (mainly due to
gain shift problems).



Experimental results and Koonin's model

We present in this section, the experimental results. The proton-proton
correlation function R(q), was calculated using the following expression :

= C *

where q= Jp2 - P11 / 2, is the modulus of the relative momentum of the two
protons, calculated in the non-relativistic approximation.

- Nc(q) denotes the yield of proton-proton coincident events at relative
momentum q, refered as correlated pairs;

- Nn c corresponds to the yield of "non-correlated" pairs. These are
generated by mixing the coincident events. For each count in the numerator, ten
"non-correlated" pairs were created in order to minimize statistical errors due to
the denominator;

- C is a constant factor used to normalize the correlation function to
unity at large q, where no correlation is expected;

- the error bars in the correlation function are purely statistical.

The major interest of the correlation function in these measurements, lies
in its capability to remove the experimental biases from the data (except the finite
resolution). Indeed the denominator takes into account the geometrical and
detection characteristics of the device. The way to calculate the denominator is
thus of great importance. An alternative to the present method would have been
to use the so-called product of single spectra, measured with the same apparatus
but during a single events experiment. We have chosen the mixed events,
essentially because they account for the selectivity on the reaction mechanism,
induced by the requirement of detecting two protons.

To extract the source sfees, we have compared our data to the calculations
of a model whose predictions depend on the extent of the emitting source. We
have used the model developed by Koonin [10], which calculates the proton-
proton correlation in terms of final state interaction. Let us briefly recall the
main physical ingredients of this model:

- the two protons are emitted independently from an equilibrated source
parameterized as a gaussian in space and time extensions, with respectively r and

X as free parameters.
- the mean-field effect of the emitter on the two protons is neglected.



- the final state interaction of the two protons takes into account the
coulomb and nuclear interactions as well as the correct symetrization (quantum
statistics) of the relative wave function.

Figure 1 presents the predictions of the model for a zero lifetime (X=O).
The upper part of the figure details the coulomb and statistical contributions to
the final correlation function. Note that the quantum statistics effect which has
allowed the determination of stellar sizes from photon-photon correlations [5],
and nuclear source sizes from pion-pion correlations at relativistic energies [1-2],
does not contribute significantly to the correlation function in that case, as
compared to final state interaction. The general predicted features of the
correlation function, are a strong anticorrelation at q = 0, related to the coulomb
repulsion, a correlation peak around 20 MeV/c, due to the nuclear attractive
interaction in ^So state, and no correlation at large relative momenta. The lower
part of the figure shows the results for 3 different radii (r0= 3, 4, 5 fm). The
height of the correlation increases when the source size decreases. This expresses,
in the framework of this model, that the proportion of proton pairs which are
emitted at small relative distance ( thus sensitive to the nuclear interaction), is
larger when the source size is smaller. Usually the lifetime is neglected and we
will first do so to extract source size from the comparison between the
predictions and the experimental results. This will lead to values which
overestimate the actual radii.

A direct comparison between experimental data and theoretical calculations
is impossible, because of the finite resolution of the device which tends to spread
the measured correlation function. Previous studies performed with finite
acceptance detectors concluded that the main distortion arises from the angular
resolution. In our case, given the presence of the MWPC, we expected limited
deformation of the correlation function. To confirm that point, we have
performed a realistic simulation of our set-up using a monte-carlo code to
generate simulated correlated events for a given source radius. We will give the
main characteristics of the program :

- the first step generates two energies and two angles that follow the singles
energy distributions. This is achieved through a standard rejection method which
uses as a weighting function, a three moving source fit of the single spectra,
measured elsewhere.

- then, to create a correlated distribution, we utilize again a rejection
method, but using this time as a weighting function the theoretical correlation
function calculated for a given source size.

- finally, the program tests if the two protons can be detected by the set-up.

Once the event is accepted, it is written in a file with the same format as
the experimental events, in order to be further analyzed in exactly the same way
as the experimental data. In particular, any condition set on the experimental data
can be applied to the simulated data, to check the response of our set-up. With the



help of this simulation program, we found that despite the good angular and
energy resolutions, the simulated correlation functions exhibit deviations from
the initial curves. Moreover, these deviations depend on the conditions set on the
data. As an example, figure 2 shows the simulated correlation functions
corresponding f> a radius of 4 fm and calculated for two conditions on the sum
of the kinetic energies of the 2 protons. As can be observed, the deformation
weakens when only the higher energies are selected. This led us to conclude, in
opposition to what is usually assumed, that the correlation function calculated
with the expression given above, does not cancel all the experimental biases.
After further studies, it turns out that the distortion in our case results mainly
from the limited acceptance of the device, and is significant only for source radii
smaller than 5 fm.

Before considering the source radii extracted from our data, let us first
discuss the evolution of the experimental results as a function of the target mass
and of the detection angle. Figure 3 shows the correlation function for the system
20Ne+27Al at three different angles (22°, 60° and 80°), while figure 4 displays the
results for three different systems at nearly the same angle (25°). As expected,
the high efficiency of EMRIC at small relative momentum allows us to construct
the correlation function down to 3 MeV/c and thus to measure the strong
anticorrelation near q = 0 MeV/c, predicted by the model. However, if we
consider all the different results, neither the mass (i.e. the target radius) nor the
detection angle, essentially affects the correlation function.

Concerning the angular dependence, two experiments [13, 14] performed
with similar experimental conditions but on heavier targets (nalAg and 197Au),
found a reduction of the correlation with the angle. About the mass dependence,
our results agree with those obtained by other groups in the intermediate energy
domain (20-100 MeV/u). Most of these results are reviewed in a recent article
[22]. In contrast, a systematic study performed with the AK detector DIOGENE at
400 and 800 MeV/u [8], showed an unambiguous decrease of the source radius
from C to Pb targets. However, it has been noted by the authors that this effect
was weaker at 400 MeV/u.

The extracted source radii for the different systems are reported on Tab.l,
along with the corresponding reduced radii of the target nuclei. They were
deduced from the best fit between simulated and experimental data. On figures 3
and 4, we have displayed the experimental results and the simulated correlation
functions associated to these best fits. As one can see, the simulated function
reproduces not only the height but also the overall shape of the experimental one.
About the extracted radii, two observations can be made. First, confirming the
previous qualitative observation, all the values are nearly identical. Second, they
are larger than the dimension of the target radius even for the heavier system.

These results are very intriguing, and they raise naturally the question to
know to what extent the extracted radii are strictly related to the spatial



dimension of the emitting source. In fact, the existence of a non-negligible
lifetime, giving an additional extension of the emitting zone, could partly explain
this situation. The next section will be devoted to the search of a time effect in
our data.

Lifetime effect

In the case of non-vanishing lifetime X, the correlation depends on ro, but
also upon the product V t and on the angle 6rel= (q»V) (Fig.5). Koonin
proposed a way to extract simultaneously ro and X from experimental data, but
the method requires such high statistics and sophisticated set-up, that it has never
been applied. Nevertheless, according to this model the existence of a non-
negligible lifetime can be infered from the comparison of the tranverse (q±V)
and longitudinal (q/ /V) correlation functions. Such calculated correlation
functions are shown on figure 5, for ro = 5 fm and (V'X}2 = 75 fm2. However
at least two difficulties have to be faced, if one wants to apply these prescriptions
on experimental data. The first one is related to the choice of the source velocity
Vo. The second one, linked to the limited acceptance of the detectors used in the
intermediate energy domain, is to measure in both cases (//, J_), the relative
momentum between O and at least 60 MeV/c, to allow a significant comparison.
To illustrate this point, we present on fig. 6 the acceptance of EMRIC in the
plane (q,(q,V)), for a detection angle of 60° (the Y-axis is equivalent to the angle
(q,V) with the hypothesis of a negligible source velocity). This figure shows that
in the transverse case, we mostly select values of q below 30 MeV/c, making the
normalization questionable. We thus could perform this analysis only at forward
angles, where the energy distributions allow to obtain larger values for the
relative momentum.The experimental longitudinal (O°<0rei<3O°, or

1500<e r el<1800), and transverse (60°<erei<120o) correlation functions,
calculated with the assumption of a source velocity equal to the CM velocity are
reported on fig. 7, for the system (20Ne + 12C) at 30°. Thanks to the very small
dead areas of the device and the possibility to calculate precisely the angle (q,V)
with the MWPC information, the two correlation functions are well defined
below 50 MeV/c. Within the error bars, they do not exhibit any difference,
confirming the previous study of T. Awes [15]. In the framework of Koonin's
model, this unfortunetaly rules out the argument of the lifetime to explain our
observed large extracted radii. However, we cannot conclude that lifetime is
negligible, but only that this may not be the right method to extract it from the
data



Energy conditions

The last section will be devoted to the study of the evolution of the
apparent radius with the energies of the protons. In most of previous experiments
performed in the intermediate energy domain, conditions have been set on the
sum of the kinetic energies of the two protons. The aim of this analysis was to
select the first emission steps of the collision, in order to find the smallest radii.
A strong enhancement of the correlation function with increasing energies,
associated with a reduction of the source size, was effectively observed [13,14].
This was interpreted as the evidence of the emission of the high-energy protons
on the shortest time scale. In figure 8, we present the result of a similar study for
the system 20Ne + 12C at 30°. We also observe an enhancement for the higher
energies, but its amplitude is less important than in previous results. Moreover,
as mentionned above, we also observe an enhancement in the simulated
correlation function. Thus, in our case this apparent increase for the higher
energies is mainly due to a set-up effect. However, the variation is more
important in the experimental data and we thus observe a small decrease of the
radius.

Conclusion

We have presented in this contribution the proton-proton correlation
functions measured with a 30 MeV/u 20Ne beam, for various targets ( 12C, 27Al,
59Co, 197Au) at different angles (22°, 30°, 60°, 80°). Source radii were extracted
from the comparison of the data to the final state interaction model of Koonin
[10]. The values were found to be rather independent of the studied system and
large (5-6 fm) compared to the radii of the studied nuclei. We thus confirm the
observations of D. Cebra [22]. This quite intriguing situation led us to develop a
simulation including detector constraint of our device. The most important result
of this simulation study is that the correlation function does not completely cancel
all the experimental biases, as has often been assumed. We thus conclude that it is
necessary to perform a complete simulation, including all conditions set on the
experimental data. However, the large values deduced for the source radii cannot
/C explained by this effect.

We also tried to interpret these large values by considering the lifetime of
the emitting source. According to Koonin's model, we calculated the transverse
and longitudinal correlation functions. As they do not exhibit any difference, the
lifetime argument is ruled out in the context of this model.

Finally, the selection of high energy protons did not yield the small radii
as might be expected for our light systems. The increase of the correlation
function for the higher energies appeared to result mainly from a set-up effect.



The results at relativistic energies [8], where the fireball seems to be well
established, have shown an evolution of the extracted radii with the target mass.
But, in this high energy domain, lifetime can surely be neglected, and one is
more confident to measure a pure spatial extent. On the contrary, some
experiments have been performed at low energies [16], where the lifetime is the
driving quantity. In our energy domain, spatial and lifetime extents are certainly
of comparable order, making the situation much more difficult to understand.
Moreover, we do not have any selection on the reaction mechanism. We thus
measure an apparent radius corresponding to an average over the different
collisions from semi-peripheral to central. Therefore, an association between an
interferometer and a AK detector is certainly of great interest for the next
generation of experiments. It would provide a selection on the impact parameter
and thus allow to select more properly a single source.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 : Predictions of the final state interaction model [1OJ, used for
the analysis.

Figure 2 : Simulated correlation function, for a source radius of 4 fm,
and its evolution with conditions on the sum of the kinetic énergie
of the protons.

Figure 3 : Experimental correlation functions (black points) for the system
( 20Ne + 12Al) at 3 different angles (22°, 60°, 80°). The
simulated correlation functions (white squares) corresponding
to the best fit are also presented.

Figure 4 : Experimental correlation functions (black points) for 3
different systems (20Ne + 12C, 59Co, 197Au) at nearly the same
angle (25°). The simulated correlation functions (white squares)
corresponding to the best fit are also presented.

Figure 5 : Predictions of the final state interaction model for a
non-vanishing lifetime.

Figure 6 : Acceptance of EMRIC ( detection angle = 60°, distance = 60 cm
from the target) in the plane (q, 9rel), where 9rel is the angle
between the relative momentum and the cm velocity of the two
protons.

Figure 7 : Experimental longitudinal and transverse correlation functions,
with the assumption (see text) of a source lab. velocity equal to
the CM velocity of the 2 nuclei (2ONe, 12C).

Figure 8 : Evolution of the experimental correlation function by setting
conditions on the sum of the kinetic energies of the 2 protons.

Tab.I : Extracted radii (see text) for the different studied systems compared
to the corresponding reduced radii of the target nuclei.
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